Let a 1 , a 2 , . . . be a numerical sequence. In this talk we consider the classical problem of computing the sum ∑ ∞ n=1 a n when the series is either conditionally convergent or divergent. We demonstrate that the concept of grossone, proposed by Ya. Sergeyev in [1], can be useful in both computing this sum and studying properties of summation methods.
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First we prove that within the grossone universe, any rearrangement of a conditionally convergent series does not change the result of summation. This statement is then applied for computing sums of a large class of conditionally convergent series. We do that by splitting the original sum into the difference of two divergent sums with positive terms and expressing the result of summation of both divergent sums in terms of powers of grossone.
We then turn our attention to divergent series and demonstrate that the notion of grossone can simplify the exposition of some summation methods of divergent series as well as the analysis of these summation methods.
Some of the results discussed in this talk have been published in [2] .
